We sometimes think of medial (that is, infinite Dedekind-finite) sets as being "small" infinite sets. Medial cardinals can be defined as those cardinals that are incomparable to K o ; hence we tend to think of them as being spread out on a plane "just above" the natural numbers, which seems to lend support to the view expressed above that medial sets are "small".
There are, however, certain results that tend to counteract this intuitive idea. Let a set x be called "quasi-minimal" if x is infinite and every subset of x is either finite or cofinite. Then G. Monro (1973) has shown that given any aleph K, it is consistent with ZF to assume the existence of a quasi-minimal set x such that | P 3 (x) J > K. Here P(x) is the power-set of x, P 2 (x) = P(P(x)), and so on. A second result in this vein, discovered by the present author, is that given any aleph K, it is consistent with ZF to assume the existence of a Dedekind-finite set x such that |* 
) ) . Then if ZF is consistent, so is ZF + {6}.
In this theorem, we of course define x
[ " ] to be {y s x; | y | = «}, n ^ 1: also, the symbol " | | " denotes cardinal incomparability, that is, if X, n are two cardinals, then n j| X if and only if r\ % X and X % n. The theorem will be proved if we can construct a ZF model Jf such that JT preserves cardinals and J^\ = 0*. Such a model Jf will obviously need to fail AC, and so it seems likely that JV will need to be constructed by one of the forcing methods. In fact we use the Boolean technique as outlined by Jech (1972) : to save both space and tiresome repetition, we assume familiarity with the relevant parts of Jech (1971) , and use results contained therein. On the other hand, since in the author's opinion some of Jech's proofs are highly condensed (to put it mildly), some of the proofs given in Jech (1971) will be repeated here with a little more elaboration.
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At this point we note two conventions that will be observed throughout this paper: (1) Each ordinal is identified with the set of all smaller ordinals; and (2) Each aleph is identified with the corresponding initial ordinal. (1) is quite unexceptionable; (2) is highly dubious, but its convenience outweighs its ques* tionable character.
Let Ji be a countable transitive model of ZF + {AC}; unless the contrary is stated explicitly, henceforth all reasoning is assumed to take place within M. Let the increasing co-sequence («:") be given, let K = sup(K n ), and for each n put A n = (K n+1 -K n ) x (w + 2), r n = A B x ( K B + 1 -K J . Put A = u {A B ; n < co], and T = u{F B ; n < a>}. We define a poset (Q, ;£) as follows. The elements of Q (henceforth called "conditions") are those functions p: F x K -> {0,1} for which dom(p) is finite; we put p ^ q if p => q.
Two conditions p, q are called "incompatible" if there is no condition r such that r g p and r ^ q. We note that p, q are incompatible if and only if there exists xedom(p) n dom(q) such that p(x) / q(x), and use this fact to show that (Q> ^0 satisfies the countable chain condition (c.c.c), that is, that any set of pairwise incompatible conditions in countable.
Let PFbe a set of pairwise incompatible conditions, and for each n, put We let 28 = RO((Q, g)) be the complete Boolean algebra that is the canonical extension of (Q, S) (Jech (1971) ; page 50); since (2, ^) is dense in @, 3S satisfies the c.c.c. We need to define a group ^ of ^-automorphisms, and do this by defining a group G of permutations on F; for if g is a F-permutation, then g 0 defined by g°(p) (g(x) ,a) = p{x,a) is an automorphism on (Q, ^) , and thence extends canonically to a ^-automorphism.
Thus we define a group G of F-permutations as follows, g e G if and only if (1) g leaves each F B invariant, that is, g"T n = F n ; Let [7 be a generic ultrafilter on ^; such a U exists since ^ is countable. U determines an interpretation i v of Jt® (see Jech (1971; page 58) ), which in turn determines a model Jl{U) = i" v J( m of Z.F + {AC}; we note that J! c ^([/), and use this fact to show that -#(17) preserves cardinals in Jt'.
Let t], X be cardinals in J( with ^ < X. Since the concept of ordinal is absolute, tj and X are certainly ordinals in Jf{XJ\ and so to show that t], X are cardinals in Jt{JU\ it suffices to show that there is no ^#(l/)-bijection: q a X. Suppose that f:r\~X is an ^#(C/)-bijection, and let/be a name for/ (Jech (1971; page 58) ). Put We can now use a theorem due to Rosser (1969; Theorem 3.20) to show that
, from which the desired result immediately follows. Thus | {/? < X; 3a < >7(w aj/! ^0)}\=X; since in ^# we have rj < X, there must exist some <x°<tj such that | {/? < A: w a o,/» ^ 0} | = X. As A > K o , this contradicts the c.c.c, since all these w a o >/5 are pairwise incompatible. Thus no such/can exist, and so rj, X are cardinals in Jt(JJ) with r\ < X. This shows that J((U) preserves cardinals in Jt.
Now the group ^ and the filter !F determine a class HS of hereditarily symmetric elements oiJt® (see Jech (1971; page 115) ). HS gives us in turn our desired ZF model J/~, defined by Jf = i v "HS. Clearly J( £ >" £ -#([/), and so follows from the above that JV preserves cardinals in Jf.
Having obtained our model Jf and seen that (KJ has the desired meaning in Jf, we can turn our attention to the task of defining the appropriate ^"-set, which we shall eventually call "A". To start with, however, we shall define some c/T-sets b x , with x ranging over the set T. We define b x sM a for x e F as follows:-dom(fc x ) = { 
We use these ^T-sets to construct certain ./F-sets a Xtl , (a, i)eA, which in turn will be the elements of our desired ./F-set A. Thus for (a, i) e A we define a Suppose that/is such an JV -injection; let/ be a name for/, and let J be such that | J | < K 0 and ^J g sym(/). By injectivity, there exists a < K 0 , and (a, i), (a, i') e A such that (a) i ^ V, (b) for no /? such that (a, i, /?) e r do we have either (tx,i,P) or (a,i',P) in J, and (c) ^f| = (/: K 0 -> A is injective and/(<r) = a ail ). As above, we conclude that p II-(/: K 0 -> S is injective and/(ov ) = a a ( ) for some peU. Since dom (p) is finite, there exists /J° such that (a, i, )S°) e r, and for no P > /?°, 5 < K, do we have ((a,i,P) 
,d)edom(p).
We now define a permutation # on F as follows. Clearly g e G; in fact g e G J . Let g e ^ be the corresponding ^-automorphism; then gr e sym(/). Also, a simple calculation shows that g(p) and p are compatible, and that g(a a>i ) = g aii ,. Taking q :g g(p) • p, we see that g ^ p and hence 5 Ih .a a ,j = a x<i ,. Since no condition can force g Xii = a aii ., / cannot exist, and thus Jf \ = | A \ | K 0 .
The next task is to show that for each n, J r \ = | A*-n+2i | > K n+1 , and to do this we construct, for each n, a class of sets a eA ln + 2 \ where aeK n+1 -K n . For each such a, define a a e ^#^ by d o m^J = {a Xti ; i <n + 2} s HS, g x (g Xii ) = 1. sym(g x ) = ^, and so a x = ^( g j = {a x y, i < n + 2} is an ^T-set.
Clearly JT\ = a e i " + 2 1 . Let us now define l n eJf® by dom(/") = {( v a,a,)*; a6K n+1 -K n },/ n (( v a, a a )*) = 2. Now ( v a,a a )^ is just the Boolean construction of the ordered pair, and so from the fact that sym(g a ) = ^ we deduce that Now it is provable within ZF that given any infinite set x and any m, n with 0 < m <: n, there is an injection / : x
[m] ->x [n] . Thus if we had J/~\= j ^C n + 2 ] | = K n+1 , then we would have Jf\ = \ A \ ^ K n+1 , which, since both K 0 and K n + 1 are alephs, contradicts JV I = IAIII K 0 . Thus it must be the case that
Finally, we have to prove that ^V\ = |^4 [ Suppose that / is such an injection, and, remembering that JV is a ZF model, let us for the moment reason entirely within Jf. Let K be the collection of those P < K n+2 for which there is a finite subset 88$ of U {{/} x (K, + 1 -K ; ); i ^ n} such that/(j8) = U {f k (a); (k,a) e38^}. This definition of K is acceptable in the sense that it uses only objects in Jf, and so K is an ./T-set. Now if we had | K\ =K n + 2 ) then since each/ t is injective, we could set up an injection h: K n+2 -> s, where s is the set of all finite subsets of a x K B + 1 . But this is absurd since the K ; are alephs and hence] s\ -K n+1 . Thus \K\ < K n+2 , and so | ; c n + 2 -^| = K n+2 . If an infinite set x is well-orderable, then we have J x fm] | = | x w | for all m, n # 0. We have just seen that if the condition of "well-orderability" is dropped, then this property can fail quite drastically. Before looking at some other questions related to the above equations, we prove a result mentioned on the previous page. (2) Suppose x Dedekind-infinite, and let y be a denumerably infinite subset of x such that x -y is Dedekind-infinite. Define injections
and g: a> x y -+(x -j ) [ 2 ] in the same manner as in (1), and proceed accordingly.
(3) If x is finite, then P(x) and x [2] are also finite, whilst co x x is denumerably infinite. Thus suppose that P(x) is Dedekind-finite and that | x
[ 2 ] | < K 0 |x|. Thus there is an injection / : x C2] ->co x x. Suppose that for some n we have /"x t 2 ] £ n x x. If x = <j) there is nothing to prove. Thus we may assume x i= </ >, and from the assumption that P(x) is Dedekind-finite, it follows that x is Dedekindfinite, whence n|x| < ( n + l ) | x | . Thus we have |x [ 2 ] | < ( n + l ) | x | , and (1) tells us that in this case x is finite.
Thus we may assume that there is an increasing co-sequence (n k ) of natural numbers such that /"x C2] n (n k x x) # <f> for each k. use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700023909
From the preceding observation it follows that g"x is an unbounded subset of co, whence P(x) is Dedekind-infinite, a contradiction. Thus no such (n k ) exists, and so x must be finite.
A fairly well-known result says that for any set x, if | x | = 2\x\, then | x | = K o | x j ; an easy consequence of this is that if m\ x I = n\ x j for some m, n with m < n, then fc|x| = K Q | X | for all k ^ m. In fact, as pointed out by the referee, we can deduce | x | = K o | x j. For Tarski (1949) has proved that for any cardinals r], X, 2r\ = 2X =>t] = X. Thus suppose m\x\ = n\x\ for some m, n, m < n. Then for some k we have 2*|x| = 2* + 1 |x|, whence by k applications of Tarski's theorem we obtain | x | = 2|JC|.
Combining these remarks with part (1) of the preceding theorem, we see that there are a priori the following possibilities for an infinite set, x.
(0 GO
(iii)
As an example of case (i), any infinite well-ordered set will do: as an example of case (iii), we can take x to be any medial set. To find an example of case (ii), we use our Theorem of the preceding section to assume the existence of a medial set y such that | j> C2] i > Ki, and we put x = co x y. Then clearly
If on the other hand we had | x | = | x [ 2 ] |, then we would have K o | y\ > K l5 from which we could conclude that \y\ > K 01 . Thus x is an example of case (ii).
Case (iii) splits into the following subcases:-
Suppose we take a medial set x such that P(x) is also medial; then of course x [ 2 ] |. On the other hand, Theorem x |. Thus x satisfies (iiic). In order to settle (iiia), let us show that for the model Jf and the set A constructed in the preceding section, we have Jf \ = \ A \ <2\A\. Suppose on the contrary there is an ./^-injection / : 2 x A -* A; let / be a name for / , and let J <= F be such that \j\ < K 0 and & ^ sym(/). It follows that there exist pe Q, i < 2, and (a,j), (/?,fc)eA with a > K t and (a,j) ^ (/?,k), such that for no a do -f (i^x,j) -Qfi,k-But now K 0 . Thus no such/exists, and so JT\ = | A\ <2\A\. Furthermore, if (in JT) X is a cardinal < K 0 , then it is a simple matter to construct an ^T-injection f x : X-+A. This is because f x , as a [8]
Finite subsets of a set 45 set of ordered pairs, has cardinality < K 0 , and so we can simply take J <=F large enough so that & J ^ sym(/ A ) and still have \j\ <K 0 .
Thus we may assume the existence of a Dedekind-infinite set x such that | x | | K 1? | x | < 2 | x j , andj x
[ 2 ] | > X 2 . Theorem 2(2) tells us that X 0 | x | ^ | x l 2 ] |; however, equality would imply that | x | > X 2 , contradicting | x | flX^ Thus x is an example of (iiia). The possibility of (iiib) seems to be an open question.
We conclude by mentioning that in the terminology of the preceding section, in the case K 0 = X o we have JT | = K o | A \ 11 A 121 1; the proof of this proceeds along conventional lines. Thus it is possible to have a medial set x such that
